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Titan Tool Supply Intros Adjustable Cathetometer  
for Non-Contact Vertical Displacement Measurements 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE - November 7, 2022, Buffalo, New York, USA – Titan Tool Supply, Inc. 
(www.titantoolsupply.com), a global supplier of industrial-grade optical instrumentation and precision 
micro finishing tools, has announced the introduction of its Model TC-II Cathetometer. 

 

The Model TC-II Cathetometer performs accurate, precise, non-contact measurements of both vertical 
displacement parameters and linear distances 
between two points, in areas which might be 
otherwise inaccessible to an indicator, scriber, or 
other mechanical checking device due to distance 
or combinations of blended curves, as well as in 
other applications where remote viewing may be 
preferable or required.  
 
Design of the Model TC-II Cathetometer 
incorporates an industrial-grade micro telescope 
together with a simple “crosshair” reticle, the 
latter of which is mounted in the eyepiece. The 
reticle itself features vertical and horizontal 
divisions, as well as two concentric circles and an 
adjustable focal length range from 4” to infinity. 
The Model TC-II maybe be attached to any standard American or Foreign Height Gauge 18” or larger via 
its 1/4” X 1/2” holding bar, and in place of an indicator or scriber attachment. As the Cathetometer 
weighs less than one pound, it can level perfectly on even the lightest Height Gauge. Typical applications 
for the Model TC-II Cathetometer include liquid level measurements, barometer calibrations, and 
instrumentation readouts of liquid column thermometers and manometers. 
 
Since 1952, Titan Tool Supply has supported more than 5,700 customers in over 50 countries with its 
industrial-grade optical instrumentation offerings, including within the automotive, aerospace, 
commercial aviation, casting and parts manufacturing, gas and diesel engine, in-laboratory R&D, 
manufacturing quality assurance, oil and gas pipeline, shipping container, power generation, and 
industrial machinery and equipment industries. Some of the company’s most popular standard product 
lines include rigid and flexible industrial borescopes; industrial videoscopes; tool scopes; alignment 
telescopes; and centering, toolmaker, stereo, and monocular zoom microscopes. Approximately 85% of 
the company’s standard product portfolio is also fully video adaptable. In addition, Titan Tool Supply 
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offers a series of its own high-precision video lens systems, specially designed for enhanced resolution 
and visualization capabilities.  
 
For more information about the TC-II Cathetometer from Titan Tool Supply, or other related product 
offerings, please contact the company at 716-873-9907, via email at info@titantoolsupply.com, or visit 
www.titantoolsupply.com  
 
Product Page and Datasheet Link:  
https://www.titantoolsupply.com/productDetail/Titan-Cathetometer-TCII/2196/80/cat  
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